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EXPLICIT HORIZONTAL OPEN BOOKS ON SOME PLUMBINGS

TOLGA ETGÜ AND BURAK OZBAGCI

ABSTRACT. We describe explicit open books on arbitrary plumbings of oriented circle
bundles over closed oriented surfaces. We show that, for a non-positive plumbing, the
open book we construct is horizontal and the corresponding compatible contact structure
is also horizontal and Stein fillable. In particular, we describe horizontal open books on
some Seifert fibered 3–manifolds. As another application wedescribe horizontal open
books isomorphic to Milnor open books for some complex surface singularities. Moreover
we give examples of tight contact 3–manifolds supported by planar open books. As a
consequence the Weinstein conjecture holds for these tightcontact structures [ACH].

1. INTRODUCTION

In this article using 3–dimensional simple surgery techniques we first construct explicit
open books on oriented circle bundles over closed oriented surfaces. Then we construct
open books on plumbings of circle bundles according to a graph by appropriately gluing
the open books we constructed for the circle bundles involved in the plumbing. (We will use
the word graph for a connected graph with at least two vertices.) An open book on a circle
bundle or more generally on a plumbing of circle bundles is called horizontalif its binding
is a collection of some fibers and its pages are transverse to the fibers. Here we require that
the orientation induced on the binding by the pages coincides with the orientation of the
fibers induced by the fibration.

We will call a plumbing graphnon-positiveif the sum of the degree of the vertex and the
Euler number of the bundle corresponding to that vertex is non-positive for every vertex of
the graph. We prove that the open book we construct on a circlebundle with negative Euler
number or on a non-positive plumbing of circle bundles is horizontal. It turns out that the
contact structure compatible with this open book is alsohorizontal, i.e. the contact planes
(possibly after an isotopy of the contact structure) are transverse to the fibers. Furthermore
we show that the monodromy of this horizontal open book is given by a product of right-
handed Dehn twists along disjoint curves. Consequently, bya theorem of Giroux [Gi],
our horizontal open book is compatible with a Stein fillable contact structure. Recall that
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Eliashberg and Gromov [EG] proved that every fillable contact structure is tight. As a first
application of our construction we describe explicit horizontal open books on some Seifert
fibered 3–manifolds.

A contact 3–manifold(Y, ξ) is said to beMilnor fillable if it is contactomorphic to the
contact boundary of an isolated complex surface singularity (X, x). The germ(X, x) is
called aMilnor filling of (Y, ξ). An analytic functionf : (X, x) → (C, 0) with an isolated
singularity atx defines an open book decomposition ofY which is called aMilnor open
book. It was shown in [CNP] that any Milnor open book of a Milnor fillable contact 3–
manifold(Y, ξ) is horizontal and compatible with the contact structureξ. We would like to
point out that a Milnor fillable contact structure is Stein fillable and hence tight.

A Milnor fillable contact 3–manifold is obtained as a plumbing of some circle bundles
over surfaces which is topologically completely determined by the minimal good resolution
of the singularity. As a second application we describe explicit open books isomorphic to
Milnor open books for some complex surface singularities.

On the other hand, in [Ga], using 4–dimensional symplectic handle attachments, Gay
gives a construction of open books on plumbings of circle bundles. It turns out that the
open book we construct on a given plumbing is isomorphic to Gay’s open book, showing
in particular that the open book in his construction can be made horizontal for non-positive
plumbings. If a plumbing graph is not non-positive, then there are binding components
in our open book which are oriented opposite to the fiber orientation, and hence the open
book fails to be horizontal.

Finally we give examples of planar open books whose compatible contact structures
are Stein fillable and hence tight. As a consequence the Weinstein conjecture holds for
these tight contact structures, since the conjecture is proved for every contact structure
compatible with a planar open book (cf. [ACH]). Planar open books compatible with some
Stein fillable contact structures were also constructed independently by Schönenberger in
his thesis [Sc], using completely different techniques.

Acknowledgement: We are grateful to John Etnyre and András Stipsicz for their critical
comments on the first draft of this paper that helped us to improve our earlier results.
We would also like to thank Mohan Bhupal, FeritÖztürk, and Meral Tosun for helpful
conversations.

2. OPEN BOOK DECOMPOSITIONS AND CONTACT STRUCTURES

We will assume throughout this paper that a contact structure ξ = ker α is coorientable
(i.e., α is a global 1–form) and positive (i.e.,α ∧ dα > 0 ). In the following we describe
the compatibility of an open book decomposition with a givencontact structure on a 3–
manifold.
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Suppose that for an oriented linkL in a 3–manifoldY the complementY \L fibers over
the circle asπ : Y \ L → S1 such thatπ−1(θ) = Σθ is the interior of a compact surface
boundingL, for all θ ∈ S1. Then(L, π) is called anopen book decomposition(or just an
open book) of Y . For eachθ ∈ S1, the surfaceΣθ is called apage, while L thebindingof
the open book. The monodromy of the fibrationπ is defined as the diffeomorphism of a
fixed page which is given by the first return map of a flow that is transverse to the pages and
meridional near the binding. The isotopy class of this diffeomorphism is independent of the
chosen flow and we will refer to that as themonodromyof the open book decomposition.

An open book(L, π) on a 3–manifoldY is said to beisomorphicto an open book(L′, π′)
on a 3–manifoldY ′, if there is a diffeomorphismf : (Y, L) → (Y ′, L′) such thatπ′ ◦f = π
on Y \ L. In other words, an isomorphism of open books takes binding to binding and
pages to pages.

Theorem 1(Alexander [Al]). Every closed and oriented 3–manifold admits an open book
decomposition.

In fact, every closed oriented 3–manifold admits a planar open book, which means that
a page is a diskD2 with holes [R]. On the other hand, every closed oriented 3–manifold
admits a contact structure [M]. So it seems natural to strengthen the contact condition
α ∧ dα > 0 in the presence of an open book decomposition onY by requiring thatα > 0
on the binding anddα > 0 on the pages.

Definition 2. An open book decomposition of a 3–manifoldY and a contact structureξ
on Y are calledcompatibleif ξ can be represented by a contact formα such that the
binding is a transverse link,dα is a symplectic form on every page and the orientation of
the transverse binding induced byα agrees with the boundary orientation of the pages.

Theorem 3 (Giroux [Gi]). Every contact 3–manifold admits a compatible open book.
Moreover two contact structures carried by the same open book are isotopic.

In particular, in order to show that two contact structures on a given 3–manifold are
contactomorphic, it suffices to show that they are carried byisomorphic open books. We
refer the reader to [Et2] and [OS] for more on the correspondence between open books and
contact structures.

3. EXPLICIT CONSTRUCTION OF OPEN BOOKS

We will assume throughout the paper that the circle bundles we consider are oriented
and the base space is a closed oriented surface. An open book on a single circle bundle or
on a plumbing of circle bundles (according to a graph) is calledhorizontalif its binding is
a collection of some fibers in the circle bundles, its pages are transverse to the fibers of the
circle bundles and the orientation induced on the binding bythe pages coincides with the
orientation of the fibers induced by the fibration.
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We start with constructing an open book on a circle bundle with negative Euler number.
We show that our construction yields a horizontal open book,whose compatible contact
structure is horizontal as well. Then we generalize the construction to circle bundles with
non-negative Euler numbers, but the open books we constructon those bundles are not
horizontal.

3.1. Construction of an open book on an oriented circle bundle over an oriented sur-
face. Let Σ denote a closed oriented surface and letM denote the trivial circle bundle over
Σ, i.e.,M = S1 × Σ. We pick a circle fiberK of M and perform+1–surgery alongK.
The resulting 3–manifoldM ′ is a circle bundle overΣ whose Euler number is equal to−1.
This can be verified using Kirby calculus (cf. [GS]), for example, as shown in Figure 1.

+1

−1

0

FIGURE 1. The diagram on top showsD2 × Σ (whose boundary isS1 ×
Σ) along with a+1–surgery curve transverse toΣ. One can visualize the
surfaceΣ as the disk (bounded by the0–framed knot) union2-dimensional
1–handles going over the4–dimensional1–handles. We blow down the+1
curve to get a disk bundle overΣ with Euler number−1. The boundary of
this disk bundle at the bottom is a circle bundle overΣ with Euler number
−1.

In order to describe an open book onM ′ we first consider the affect of removing a solid
torus neighborhoodN = K × D2 of K from M . By removingN from M we puncture
once eachΣ in M = S1 × Σ to getS1 × Σ̃, whereΣ̃ = Σ \ D2. Now we will glue a solid
torus back toS1 × Σ̃ along its boundary torusS1 × ∂Σ̃ in order to perform our surgery.
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Consider the solid torusS1 × D2 shown on the left-hand side in Figure 2. Letµ andλ
be the meridian and the longitude pair ofS1 × ∂D2. Let m andl denote the meridian and
the longitude pair in the boundary ofS1 × Σ̃. Note that the base surface is oriented (as we
depicted in Figure 2) and the orientation induced on∂Σ̃ is the opposite of the orientation of
m. We glue the solid torusS1×D2 to S1×Σ̃ by anorientation preservingdiffeomorphism
S1 × ∂D2 → S1 × ∂Σ̃ which sendsµ to m + l andλ to l. The resulting 3–manifoldM ′

will be oriented extending the orientation onS1 × Σ̃ induced fromM . We use orientation
preserving map rather than reversing because of our choice of orientations above.

l

m

Σ

C

λ

µ

K

FIGURE 2. The surgery torus is obtained by identifying the top and the
bottom of the cylinder shown on the left-hand side. On the right hand side
we depict the complement obtained by removing a neighborhood of a circle
fiber fromS1 × Σ.

In Figure 2, we also depict a leaf (an annulus) of a foliation on the solid torusS1 × D2

that we will glue to perform+1–surgery. Note thatS1 × D2 is a trivial circle bundle over
D2 where the circle fibers are transverse to the annuli foliation. The boundary of a leaf
consists of the core circleC of S1 × D2 and a(1,−1)–curve onS1 × ∂D2, i.e., a curve
homologous toµ−λ. Each leaf is oriented so that the induced orientation on theboundary
of a leaf is given as indicated in Figure 2. The gluing diffeomorphism mapsµ − λ ontom

so that by performing the+1–surgery we also glue each annulus in the foliation to aΣ̃ in
S1 × Σ̃ identifying the outer boundary component (i.e., the(µ − λ)–curve) of the annulus
with ∂Σ̃. Hence this construction yields an open book onM ′ whose binding isC (the core
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circle of the surgery torus) and pages are obtained by gluingan annulus to each̃Σ along
∂Σ̃. Notice that the pages will be oriented extending the orientation onΣ̃ induced fromΣ.
Finally we want to point out that the core circleC becomes an oriented fiber of the circle
fibration ofM ′ overΣ.

Next we will describe the monodromy of this open book. In order to measure the mon-
odromy of an open book we should choose a flow which is transverse to the pages and
meridional near the binding. Take avertical vector field pointing along the fiber direction
in S1 × Σ̃ and extend it inside the surgery torus (along every ray towards the core circle)
by rotating clockwise so that it becomes horizontal near thecore circle. Observe that since
the vector field is horizontal near the binding, the first return map of the flow generated by
this vector field will fix the points near the binding on any leaf. Now take a horizontal arc
(on a leaf) connecting the core circle to the other boundary of that leaf. Then one can see
that the flow will move the points of this arc further to the right if we move towards the
boundary. Note that the first return map will fix the points onΣ̃ as well as the points near
the binding. Combining this discussion we conclude that thefirst return map is given by a
right-handed Dehn twist along the core circle of the leaf, which is indeed a curve parallel
to the boundary of the open book.

C

FIGURE 3. The vector field depicted along a ray towards the core circle
inside the surgery torus extending the vertical one onS1 × Σ̃. The vector
field becomes horizontal near the core (binding) along any ray.
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In summary we constructed a horizontal open book on a circle bundle over a genusg
surfaceΣ with Euler number−1 by performing a+1–surgery on a circle fiber of a trivial
circle bundle. It is clear that if we takes disjoint fibers inS1 ×Σ and perform+1–surgery
along each of these fibers, we will get a horizontal open book on a circle bundle overΣ
with Euler numbere = −s < 0. The binding of the resulting open book will be the union
of s circle fibers and a page will be a genusg surface withs boundary components. The
monodromy will be the product of right-handed Dehn twists along boundary components.
Consequently the compatible contact structure is Stein fillable (cf. [Gi]). Thus we get

Proposition 4. There exists an explicithorizontalopen book on a circle bundle with nega-
tive Euler number which is compatible with a Stein fillable contact structure.

Next we consider the contact structure compatible with our open book.

Proposition 5. The contact structure compatible with the open book we constructed on a
circle bundle with negative Euler number ishorizontal, i.e., the contact planes (possibly
after an isotopy of the contact structure) are positively transverse to the fibers.

Proof. By Lemma 3.5 in [Et2] we may assume that the contact planes arearbitrarily close
to the tangents of the pages away from the binding. So clearlythe contact planes are
positively transverse to the fibers away from the binding since the pages of our open book
are already positively transverse to the fibers.

Note that near a componentC of the binding we have explicitly constructed the pages,
and the fibers of the circle fibration can be viewed as straightvertical lines in the solid
cylinder on the left-hand side in Figure 2 before we identifythe top and the bottom. On the
other hand, by the compatibility condition, there are coordinates(z, (r, θ)) nearC, whereC
is{r = 0} and a page is given by settingθ equal to a constant such that the contact structure
is given by the kernel of the formdz + r2dθ. In these new coordinates the neighborhood
of C in Figure 2 is seen as in Figure 4, where the annulus is straightened out and the circle
fibers are wrapped once around the cylinder in a right-handedmanner. More precisely, the
tangent vector to an (oriented) fiber is given by∂θ + ∂z. Hence one can see that the contact
planes will remain positively transverse to the circle fibers in a neighborhood ofC, since

(dz + r2dθ)(∂θ + ∂z) = r2 + 1 > 0.

�

Remark 6. In fact, the same argument can be generalized to prove that the contact struc-
ture compatible with any horizontal open book on a circle bundle is horizontal. Any hori-
zontal contact structure on a circle bundle is universally tight by Lemma 3.9 in[H]

Note that the same construction of an open book will work whenwe perform−1–
surgeries along fibers, but in that case the orientation on the binding induced by the pages
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C

z

r

θ

FIGURE 4. A circle fiber is given by a(1, 1)–curve in a neighborhood of a
componentC of the binding.

will be the opposite of the fiber orientation. Thus the open book we construct using−1–
surgeries will not be horizontal. Moreover we will get left-handed Dehn twists along
boundary components instead of right-handed Dehn twists. Nevertheless, by takings dis-
joint fibers inS1 × Σ and performing a−1–surgery along each of these fibers, we will get
an open book on a circle bundle overΣ with Euler numbere = s > 0.

Finally, to obtain an open book on a circle bundle with zero Euler number we first ob-
serve that by performing a+1–surgery on a fiber and a−1–surgery in another fiber does
not change the topology of the 3–manifold which fibers over a surface. Hence by perform-
ing a canceling pair of a±1 surgeries on distinct fibers, we can construct an open book ona
circle bundle with zero Euler number with two binding components, where the monodromy
is given by a right-handed Dehn twists along one boundary component and a left-handed
Dehn twist along the other.

3.2. Construction of an open book on a plumbing of oriented circlebundles over ori-
ented surfaces.We will construct open books for plumbings of circle bundles. We start
with describing an open book on the plumbing of two circle bundles. We obtain our open
book by suitably gluing the open books we constructed on the circle bundles in the previous
section.
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Let Mi denote a circle bundle over a closed surfaceΣi with Euler numberei for i =
1, 2. In the previous section we constructed an open book onMi. We observed that by
performing a+1–surgery on a fiber and a−1–surgery in another fiber does not change the
topology of the 3–manifold which fibers over a surface. Thus we can assume thatMi is
obtained fromS1 × Σ by ±1–surgeries along (disjoint fibers) such that there are as many
fibers as we wish on which we perform+1–surgeries.

Fix one of the circles where we performed a+1–surgery to obtainMi. Consider the
surgery process we described in the previous section. Take asmaller solid torus neighbor-
hoodJi (see Figure 5) of the surgery torus we glued in to perform+1–surgery. To obtain
a plumbing ofM1 andM2 we removeJi from Mi and identify boundary tori∂J1, ∂J2 by
an orientation reversing diffeomorphism∂J1 → ∂J2 takingµ1 to λ2 andλ1 to µ2. Here as
in the previous section(µi, λi) denote the meridian and the longitude pair forJi. Note that
this diffeomorphism will takeµ1 − λ1 to −(µ2 − λ2).

λ

µ

Ji

i

ii

FIGURE 5. Removing a smaller neighborhood of the binding

The point here is that when we removeJi from Mi we remove a (small) annulus neigh-
borhood of a binding component from every page. The remaining part of the annulus in the
pages will intersect the boundary torus∂Ji as a curve homologous toµi − λi. Hence when
we plumb the circle bundles we actually glue the pages (afterremoving a binding compo-
nent) of the open books onMi to obtain an open book on the plumbing. The new page
will be obtained from the pages of the open books onM1 andM2 by gluing together one
boundary component of the open book onM1 with one boundary component of the open
book onM2 (both of which were induced by+1–surgery). Note that the glued up page
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will be oriented extending the orientations of the pages that we glue together. Moreover
the pages will be transverse to the fibers by construction.

To calculate the monodromy of the open book on the plumbed manifold we just observe
that the flows we used to calculate monodromies of the open books on each piece in the
plumbing will also glue together: We can assume that the flow has a constant slope1 (given
by tangents to the curvesµi + λi) on each boundary torus so that the gluing map will take
one to the other to define a flow on the closed 3-manifold obtained by plumbing. When we
glue the two flows, since each flow will have the affect of moving the points on the half
annuli (see Figure 5) to the right by180-degrees we get a right-handed Dehn twist along
the annulus obtained by gluing the two half annuli.

Next we describe an explicit open book on arbitrary plumbings of circle bundles accord-
ing to a weighted graph. Suppose that we are given a plumbing according to a weighted
graph withk vertices such that each vertex is decorated with a pair of integers(ei, gi),
whereei is the Euler number andgi is the genus of the base surfaceΣi of the ith circle
bundleMi in the plumbing. Letdi denote the degree of theith vertex.

First assume thatei ≥ 0. Then we can viewMi as obtained fromS1 ×Σi by performing
−1–surgeries onei distinct fibers. To be able to plumbMi to other circle bundlesdi times,
we need to usedi fibers with+1–surgeries. So we apply extra+1–surgeries ondi fibers as
well as−1–surgeries on some otherdi fibers not to change the topology ofMi. Since we
will use all the+1–surgeries in the plumbing process we will end up withei + di fibers on
which we performed−1–surgeries.

Now assume thatei < 0. Then we can viewMi as obtained fromS1 ×Σi by performing
+1–surgeries on−ei distinct fibers. If we further assume thatdi > −ei we performdi + ei

extra+1 and−1–surgeries and use all the+1–surgeries for the plumbing to end up with
di + ei fibers on which we applied−1–surgeries. The only remaining case isdi ≤ −ei

whenei < 0. In this case we can usedi of these+1–surgeries in the plumbing and we will
end up with−ei − di fibers on which we applied+1–surgeries.

Combining all the discussion above, a page of the open book onthis plumbing will be
obtained by gluing together surfacesFi of genusgi with |ei + di| boundary components
according to the given graph. (Note, however, that we will not use these boundary com-
ponents in the gluing.) Each edge in the graph will become a 1–handle (a neck) in the
page connecting the surfaces corresponding to the verticesconnected by that edge. The
monodromy of the open book will be given as a product of one boundary-parallel Dehn
twist for each boundary component of the page and one right-handed Dehn twist along the
cocore circle of each 1–handle coming from an edge. Ifei + di > 0 (ei + di < 0, resp.)
for somei, then the boundary parallel Dehn twists inFi will be left-handed (right-handed,
resp.). Here we will assume thatthere is at least one vertex in a plumbing graph such that
ei + di is non-zero, to avoid the case of empty binding which we do not want to allow in
the definition of an open book. In particular, note that if theplumbing graph is non-positive
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then our open book will be horizontal since we do not use any−1–surgeries in that case.
Moreover the compatible contact structure is Stein fillable(cf. [Gi]) since the monodromy
of the open book for a non-positive plumbing is a product of right-handed Dehn twists.
Hence we get

Theorem 7. There exists an explicithorizontalopen book on anon-positiveplumbing of
circle bundles over surfaces which is compatible with a Stein fillable contact structure.

Furthermore we have

Proposition 8. The contact structure compatible with the open book we constructed on a
non-positiveplumbing of circle bundles over surfaces ishorizontal, i.e., the contact planes
(possibly after an isotopy of the contact structure) are positively transverse to the fibers.

Proof. In Proposition 5, we proved that the contact structure compatible with the open book
we constructed on a circle bundle with negative Euler numberis horizontal. Recall that the
open book on a plumbing of two circle bundles is obtained by removing a neighborhood
of a binding component from each open book and gluing along the resulting boundary tori.
The result follows, by the same argument used in Proposition5, since we proved that the
resulting open book on the plumbing is horizontal. �

Remark 9. In fact, the same argument can be generalized to prove that the contact struc-
ture compatible with any horizontal open book on a plumbing is horizontal.

Example 1. Consider the 3–manifoldY1 obtained by plumbing circle bundles over tori
according to the graph in Figure 6. Degree-one vertices haveei + di = −1 but the other
two vertices have degree equal to three andej + dj = 0.

�
�
�

�
�
�

�
�
�

�
�
�

(−2,1)(−2,1) (−3,1) (−3,1)

FIGURE 6. The integer weights at each vertex are the Euler number andthe
genus of the base of the corresponding circle bundle, respectively.

Therefore the horizontal open bookob1 we construct according to the recipe above will
have a twice punctured (one puncture for each of the degree-one vertices in the graph)
genus 5 surface as a page and the product of 2 right-handed Dehn twists along 2 disjoint
separating curves, 2 right-handed Dehn twists along 2 disjoint non-separating curves and
one right-handed Dehn twist parallel to each boundary component as its monodromy (see
Figure 7). The open bookob1 is an explicit horizontal open book onY1.
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+

+

++ + +

+ +

+

+

+

+

+

+ + +

FIGURE 7. The open bookob1

Remark 10. In [Ga], using 4–dimensional symplectic handle attachments, Gay also gives
a construction of open books on plumbings of circle bundles.It turns out that the page and
the monodromy of the open book we construct on a given plumbing coincides with the one
given in[Ga]. This shows that the open book we construct on a plumbing is (abstractly)
isomorphic to Gay’s open book, showing that the open book in his construction can be
made horizontal for a non-positive plumbing.

Corollary 11. A Seifert fibered 3–manifoldY with an orientable base of genusg and Seifert
invariants (see[OS] for conventions)

{g, n; r1, r2, · · · , rk}

admits a horizontal open book ifn + k ≤ 0. If g = 0, this open book can be chosen to be
planar.

Proof. By [Or], any Seifert fibered 3–manifoldY is isomorphic (as a 3–manifold withS1–
action) to the boundary of a 4–manifold withS1–action obtained by equivariant plumbing
of disk bundles according to a weighted star-shaped graph asin Figure 8, where

[bi1, bi2, . . . , bisi
] = bi1 −

1

bi2 −
1

...− 1

bisi

is the unique continued fraction expansion of1/ri with eachbij ≥ 2. Since eachbij ≥ 2,
every vertex except for the central one satisfies the non-positivity assumption. If the central
vertex also satisfiesn+k ≤ 0, then the Seifert fibered 3–manifold admits a horizontal open
book.

�
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(n,g)

−b   −b   

−b   −b   

−b     

−b   

−b   

−b   
      11        12       13

       22        23       21

−b    
k1 k2

−b     
k3

      1 s
1

k s

−b   
      2 s

2

−b     
k

FIGURE 8. The plumbing graph of the Seifert fibered 3–manifoldY with
Seifert invariants{g, n; r1, r2, · · · , rk}. All bundles except the one at the
central vertex are over spheres.

4. MILNOR OPEN BOOKS

Let (X, x) be an isolated complex-analytic singularity. Given a localembedding of
(X, x) in (CN , 0). Then a small sphereS2N−1

ǫ ⊂ CN centered at the origin intersects
X transversely, and the complex hyperplane distributionξ on Y = X ∩ S2N−1

ǫ induced
by the complex structure onX is a contact structure. For sufficiently small radiusǫ the
contact manifold(Y, ξ) is independent of the embedding andǫ up to contactomorphism and
this contactomorphism type is called thecontact boundaryof (X, x). A contact manifold
(Y ′, ξ′) is said to beMilnor fillable and the germ(X, x) is called aMilnor filling of (Y ′, ξ′)
if (Y ′, ξ′) is contactomorphic to the contact boundary(Y, ξ) of (X, x). Even though these
definitions are valid in all dimensions, we will focus on surface singularities and their
boundaries of real dimension 3. Note that any surface singularity can be normalized without
changing the contact boundary and normal surface singularities are isolated.

It is a well-known result of Grauert [Gr] that an oriented 3–manifold has a Milnor fillable
contact structure if and only if it can be obtained by plumbing oriented circle bundles over
surfaces according to a weighted graph with negative definite intersection matrix. On the
other hand, a recent discovery (cf. [CNP]) is that any 3–manifold admits at most one Milnor
fillable contact structure, up to contactomorphism. This result is obtained by using Milnor
open books.

Definition 12. Given an analytic functionf : (X, x) → (C, 0) with an isolated singularity
at x, the open book decompositionobf of the boundaryY of (X, x) with bindingL =

Y ∩ f−1(0) and projectionπ = f

|f |
: Y \ L → S1 ⊂ C is called theMilnor open book

induced byf .
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Naturally, one can talk about Milnor open books on any Milnorfillable manifold. Milnor
open books have certain features that are used in the proof ofthe uniqueness result men-
tioned above: they are all compatible with the natural contact structure on the boundary
and they are horizontal when considered on the plumbing description of the Milnor fillable
3–manifold.

Remark 13. By Remark 9 any Milnor fillable contact structure is horizontal.

On the other hand, ifY is obtained by plumbingk circle bundles, we obtain ak–tuple
n = (n1, . . . , nk) for each horizontal open book ofY , whereni is the number of distinct
fibers in theith circle bundle which appear in the binding. Eachni is nonnegative by defini-
tion. According to Proposition 4.6 in [CNP], if eachni is positive and the plumbing graph
has a nondegenerate intersection matrix, thenn uniquely determines the horizontal open
book up to isomorphism. This proposition can be applied to Milnor fillable 3–manifolds
since they are obtained by plumbing circle bundles according to negative definite inter-
section matrices. Also note that, by Giroux correspondence, isomorphic open books are
compatible with contactomorphic contact structures.

As a result, given a 3–manifoldY with a Milnor fillable contact structureξ, to show that
any other Milnor fillable contact structureξ′ on Y is contactomorphic toξ, it is suffices to
show the existence of ak–tuplen of positive integers such that for any Milnor filling(X, x)
of (Y, ξ′) there is a holomorphic functionf : (X, x) → (C, 0) with an isolated singularity
at x and a Milnor open bookobf which generates thek–tuplen. It turns out that such a
k–tuplen exists, and in fact, everyn that satisfies the following two conditions works (see
Theorem 4.1 in [CNP]):

(1) ni ≥ di + 2gi for eachi, wheregi is the genus of the base of theith circle bundle
anddi is the degree of theith vertex,

(2) there exists ak–tuplem of nonnegative integers such thatI · m = −n , whereI is
the (negative definite) intersection matrix of the weightedplumbing graph, andm
andn are considered as column vectors.

5. EXPLICIT M ILNOR OPEN BOOKS

Let (Y, ξ) be a Milnor fillable contact 3–manifold. ThenY can be obtained by plumbing
circle bundles. LetG be the weighted graph (withk vertices and a negative definite inter-
section matrixI) of such a plumbing, anddi and(ei, gi) denote the degree and the weight
of theith vertex ofG respectively.

Proposition 14. Suppose that
ei + 2di + 2gi ≤ 0

holds for every vertex ofG. Then the open book ofY we construct in Section 3 is hori-
zontal and isomorphic to a Milnor open book, for any Milnor filling of Y . Moreover the
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monodromy of this horizontal open book is given by a product of right-handedDehn twists
along disjoint curves.

Proof. This open book is horizontal and its monodromy is given by a product of right-
handed Dehn twists along disjoint curves simply because theplumbing is non-positive.
The entries of thek–tuplen it generates areni = |ei + di|. The inequalityei + 2di +
2gi ≤ 0 implies thatni ≥ di + 2gi, and the systemI ·m = −n has a solution, namely
m = (1, . . . , 1). Therefore the conditions (1) and (2) in Section 4 are satisfied for the
vectorn implying the isomorphism between this horizontal open bookand a Milnor open
book.

�

Example 2.Consider the 3–manifoldY2 obtained by plumbing circle bundles over spheres
according to the graph in Figure 9.

(−6,0) (−2,0)

(−2,0)

(−2,0)

FIGURE 9.

The vertices with degree one haveei + di = −1 and the fourth vertex hase4 + d4 = −3.
Note that the intersection matrix

I =




−2 0 0 1
0 −2 0 1
0 0 −2 1
1 1 1 −6




of the plumbing graph is negative definite and henceY2 admits a Milnor fillable contact
structure. The horizontal open bookob2 we construct for this non-positive plumbing ac-
cording to the recipe in Section 3 will have a 6–times punctured sphere as a page. The
monodromy ofob2 is depicted in Figure 10.

The quadruple generated by this horizontal open book isn = (1, 1, 1, 3). The system
I · m = −n has a solutionm = (1, 1, 1, 1) and as a consequence the horizontal open book
ob2 is isomorphic to a Milnor open book for any Milnor filling ofY2. In particular,ob2

is compatible with the unique Milnor fillable contact structure onY2. Note thatY2 is the
Seifert fibered manifold with invariants{0,−6; 1/2, 1/2, 1/2}.
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+

+ + +

+++

+

+

FIGURE 10. The open bookob2

6. TIGHT PLANAR OPEN BOOKS

In [Et1], Etnyre showed that any overtwisted contact structure on a closed 3–manifold
is compatible with a planar open book. He also provided the first obstructions for fillable
contact structures to be compatible with planar open books.

Recall that for any given contact1–form α there is a unique vector fieldXα defined by
the conditions:

α(Xα) = 1 andιXα
dα = 0.

The vector fieldXα is called the Reeb vector field ofα. Weinstein conjecture says that any
Reeb vector field has a closed orbit. For example, every component of the binding of an
open book is a closed orbit of the Reeb vector field of any contact 1–formα with α > 0 on
the binding anddα > 0 on the pages of the open book. Recently, the conjecture is proved
for every contact structure compatible with a planar open book (cf. [ACH]).

In this section we give examples of horizontal, Stein fillable contact structures compat-
ible with planar open books. As a consequence the Weinstein conjecture holds for these
tight contact structures.

Corollary 15. LetY be a 3–manifold obtained by a plumbing of circle bundles overspheres
according to a tree. Then the open book we construct on this plumbing is planar. If we
assume that the plumbing is non-positive then our planar open book is horizontal and
compatible with a Stein fillable and horizontal contact structure onY . Suppose furthermore
that the inequality

ei + 2di ≤ 0

holds for every vertex of the graph. Then our planar horizontal open book is compatible
with the unique Milnor fillable contact structure onY .
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Proof. Consider the open book ofY constructed in Section 3. The first claim immediately
follows by the fact that the plumbing is according to a tree and the circle bundles involved
are over spheres. The second claim follows from the first and Theorem 7. To prove the last
claim we just observe that the conditionei + 2di ≤ 0 trivially implies that the plumbing is
negative, i.e.ei + di < 0. Hence the plumbing is negative-definite, Y is Milnor fillable and
also the open book is horizontal. The open book is isomorphicto a Milnor open book for
any Milnor filling of Y by Proposition 14.

�

For example, the open bookob2 depicted in Figure 10 is a planar horizontal open book
compatible with the unique Milnor fillable contact structure onY2. In fact, a surgery dia-
gram of this contact structure is given in Figure 11. We obtained this diagram by comparing
our construction with the one described in [Sc]. In Figure 12, we illustrate how to slide a
2-handle to show thatY2 is diffeomorphic to the 3–manifold in Figure 11.

−1

−1

−1

−1

FIGURE 11. A surgery diagram for the unique Milnor fillable contact struc-
ture onY2. (The framings are relative to the contact framing.)

7. AN OVERTWISTED EXAMPLE

Example 3.Consider the singularity given by the equation

x2 + y3 + z5 = 0

in C
3. From the minimal resolution we obtain thedual graphdepicted in Figure 13 and

hence the 3–manifoldY3 obtained by plumbing circle bundles of Euler number−2 over
spheres according to this graph is the boundary of the singularity. Note that the intersection
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−2 −2

−2

−6

−1

−2

−6

−2

−2

−2

−2
−5

−6

−6

FIGURE 12. Sliding a 2-handle.

matrix of this weighted graph is negative definite and the open bookob3 we construct on
Y3 (which is just is the Poincaré homology sphereΣ(2, 3, 5)) is depicted in Figure 14.

(−2,0) (−2,0) (−2,0) (−2,0) (−2,0) (−2,0)

(−2,0)

(−2,0)

FIGURE 13. Negative definiteE8–plumbing

_

+ + + + +

+

+
+ + +

FIGURE 14. ob3 : An overtwisted open book on the Poincaré homology sphere.

We note that the contact structure compatible withob3 is overtwisted since the Poincaré
homology sphere does not admit any planar open book compatible with its unique tight
contact structure [Et1]. On the other hand, a contact surgery diagram of the unique tight
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contact structure on the Poincaré homology sphere is depicted in Figure 15. This contact
structure is clearly the unique Milnor fillable contact structure onΣ(2, 3, 5).

−1−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1

−1

FIGURE 15. A surgery diagram of the unique Milnor fillable contact struc-
ture on the Poincaré homology sphere. (The framings are relative to the
contact framing.)
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